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What subject are you
interested in? Why?

instinctive

analytical

Which side do you feel most
drawn to right at this moment?
What does your work need more
of to progress?

For successful art we need a balance of ideas which
drive the work and the aesthetics of how it looks.

Principles: 

harmony

contrast

variety

balance

discord

essence

Today you're going to find a new creative focus to explore; one which
is personal to you and will help develop your art. There is no single
answer to this, instead we're looking for the right questions... what
does my art need now?

IDEAS

What themes are
you exploring? 

How do you want
people to feel about
your work?

AESTHETICS

Elements: 
colour

shape 

line

tone

scale

texture

pattern

Which aesthetic elements are most important
in your work? Or perhaps one area of these is
missing and you'd like to explore...
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Develop a skill: Do some
colour mixing to understand

how a new blue mixes 
(this is your studio mastery)
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Do quick blind drawings:use what you have to hand,don’t think, be quick. 
Get loosened up!

Do mini composition

studies with torn and

cut paper - think of

tonal contrast

Draw from a magazine
or photograph

Create a moodboard 
READ MORE HERE

Study another artists work

(yes, actually read and study

that big expensive catalogue

you bought!)

Challenge
Can you fill a sketchbookin a weekend…?

Looking for ideas... what would you like to do? 
This can be a small commitment, or the start of a bigger project.
These are suggestions, not limits - I'm sure you can think of more!
The key question to ask yourself is: 
What excites me about this? 
What am I looking to learn?

Head out to a new
location - just explore

and draw...

https://alicesheridan.com/how-to-create-a-mood-board-for-your-art/
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Reviewing your own work 
Learning to be your own teacher is how you make progress.
So take the time to review both your 'successful' and less
successful work

Make a list of the visual qualities of the work that are obvious and
immediately perceived. 

Describe the artwork from memory or to someone who can’t see it?

What do you notice first? 

What feels like it doesn’t need to be there?

How does the chosen medium contribute to this piece?

Is there a skill level to be further explored?


